By GALILEO (IRE) (1998). European Champion, Classic winner of $2,245,373 USA in England and Ireland, Budweiser Irish Derby [G1], etc. Leading sire 10 times in England and Ireland, sire of 11 crops of racing age, 2175 foals, 1627 starters, 205 stakes winners, 9 champions, 1095 winners of 2762 races and earning $154,826,536 USA, including Frankel (European Champion, $4,789,144 USA, QIPCO Two Thousand Guineas [G1], etc.), New Approach (European Champion twice, $3,885,308 USA, Vodafone Epsom Derby [G1], etc.), Cape Blanco (IRE) (Champion in U.S., $3,855,665 USA, Dubai Duty Free Irish Derby [G1], etc.), Igugu (Horse of the year in South Africa, $996,817 USA, South Africa Fillies Classic [G1], etc.), Mahbooba (Champion in South Africa, $905,805 USA, Golden Slipper [G1], etc.).

1st dam
=INCA PRINCESS (IRE), by =Holy Roman Emperor (IRE). Winner at 2 in IRE, $11,774 (USA). Dam of 2 foals, 1 to race, 1 winner--
=JOHANNES VERMEER (IRE) (c. by $Galileo (IRE)). Black type winner, see below.

2nd dam
=MILETRIAN (IRE), by =Marju (IRE). 3 wins at 2 and 3 in ENG, placed in 2 starts at 4 in UAE, $228,790 (USA), Hwt. filly at 3 on English Free Hand., 14 fur. & up, Ribblesdale S. [G2], Rothmans Royals Park Hill S. [G3], 2nd Concord Dubai City of Gold [G3]. Half-sister to =MR COMBUSTIBLE (IRE) ($252,949 (USA), Stan James Geoffrey Freer S. [G2], etc., sire). Dam of 3 winners--
=Inca Princess (IRE) (f. by =Holy Roman Emperor (IRE)). See above.
=Changingoftheguard (IRE) (c. by $Montjeu (IRE)). 2 wins in 4 starts at 3 in IRE, placed at 3 in ENG, $151,133 (USA).
=Millie's Rock (IRE) (f. by Rock of Gibraltar (IRE)). 3 wins at 3 and 4 in ENG, $19,478 (USA).
=Reinstated (IRE) (f. by $Galileo (IRE)). Placed at 3 in ENG, $12,158 (USA).
=Casila (IRE) (f. by High Chaparral (IRE)). Placed at 3, 2015 in ENG, $4,778 (USA).

3rd dam
=WARG (GB), by Dancing Brave. Unraced in Great Britain. Dam of 4 winners--
=MILETRIAN (IRE) (f. by =Marju (IRE)). Black type winner, see above.
=MR COMBUSTIBLE (IRE) (c. by $Hernando (FR)). 2 wins at 3 in ENG, $252,949 (USA), Stan James Geoffrey Freer S. [G2], Victor Chandler Chester Vase [G3], 3rd Rothmans Royals St. Leger [G1]. Sire.
=Parkside (IRE) (g. by =Common Grounds (GB)). Winner at 3 in ENG, $12,175 (USA).
=Marksmen (IRE) (c. by =Marju (IRE)). Winner in 1 start at 2 in ENG, $6,778 (USA).

4th dam
=UM LARDAFF (IRE), by Mill Reef. 2 wins at 3 in FR, $8,777 (USA). Sister to =SHIRLEY HEIGHTS (GB) ($402,418 (USA), Horse of the year in England, Champion 3-year-old in Ireland, Epsom Derby-G1, etc., Leading broodmare sire in Ireland, Among the leading sires in England), half-sister to =Hardihostess ($17,937 (USA), 3rd Esal Bookmakers Oaks Trial S.-G3, etc.). Dam of 5 winners, including--
=Little Gem (GB) (f. by Night Shift). Winner at 2 in ENG, $9,415 (USA).
=Salperton (NZ) (g. by $Montjeu (IRE)). 3 wins at 3 and 4 in NZ, $19,714 (USA), 3rd New Zealand Bloodstock Insurance Triple Crown Cup.
=Warg (GB) (f. by Dancing Brave). See above.